Abstract. A fuzzy logic-based embedded system to characterize materials and metamaterials is presented. Trapezoidal and Gaussian profiles, used as membership functions, allow to classify materials despite variations on light intensity. The results on various materials show the capacity of the system to calculate the refractive index as a complex number, through a fourth order equation. Since all the roots of the equarion, including imaginary ones, the system allow to characterize metamaterials. The embedded character of the systems allows to use it as an external module for most commercial equipments.
INTRODUCTION
The optical characterization of materials allows transmittance measurements using determine properties such as refractive index, extinction coefficient and some others such as the weight measuring system [1] . Some optical instruments measuring complex that leverage the full spectrum for real-time measurement of the size and composition of individual aerosol particles it has been applied laser mass spectrometer [2] . In optical applications, using monochromatic radiation possible measurement of blood flow and metabolism human using high power light-emitting diodes, where require using sophisticated modulation techniques that enable distinguishing low-level light signals that are backscattered from fluctuations in blood oxygen level at different combinations of wavelengths [3] . Another optical application where is possible to implement optical straightness measurement sensor applicable to the watt balance experiment, the straightness error is measured by monitoring the normalized intensity difference of the two lock-in signals [4] . Other measuring instruments for monochromatic light using the transmitted laser power through the particles according to Mie theory to measure on gas and particle mass concentration through laser absorption spectroscopy [5] . In laser excitation system, numerous pyrotechnic devices are used in aerospace vehicles to accomplish initiation, release, severance/fracture, jettison, valuing, switching, time delay, and actuation process [6] . The laser diffraction technique require a low fraction of dispersed particles or liquid drops and is used to record droplet size distributions with nitrogen as gas phase and liquid phase [7] . In the part of instrumentation software forms an important part through the use of embedded systems; properly the software for measurement and test applications has been divided into two main distinct groups of solutions related to the scenario on the market and to the state of the art in research [8] . A methodology to researchers for choosing measurement oriented software it focuses on the use of mathematical modelling in the analysis, design and soft measurement systems, especially measurement sub-systems in the form of in-struments and instrument elements [9] . A methodology for embedded software consists in the use of quantity algebra of a measured system and that of a measuring instrument, underlying the causal linkages in classical system instrument interactions [10] . These tools using artificial intelligence software with the use of light, giving rise to the application fields such as fuzzy optical as is the use of a predictive method, based on artificial neural network to study absorbance and pH effects on the equilibrium of blood serum [11] . One aspect to consider when developing instrument is to consider the trend of the usable measurement system has the following features that are non-invasive, user friendly and portable [12] . The most common by applying Beer's Law in optical errors are type: instrumental, chemical and staff all affect measurements of optical parameters in metallic and crystal materials particles [5] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
An instrument that can measure an optical absorption is known as an optical spectrum analyzer. An optical absorption analyzer consists of two basic components, an optical device and a laser power meter. The optical device can select and output a certain wavelength band of a polychromatic laser beam incident on the device. The central wavelength of the output wavelength band can be scanned over a certain range by the scan of the optical device. The laser power meter measures the power of the optical device output. The width of the output wavelength band usually does not change. Therefore, the power measured by the power meter is proportional to the optical spectral intensity. Since the absolute value of the optical spectral intensity is not important in the measurement of spectrum, the laser power meter sometimes can be as simple as a photodiode combined with a voltmeter. The experimental elements are a collimated laser source a cell sample holder and photodiode detector normally mounted which allows collecting the scattered light incident on a sensor small area, the experimental array is show in Fig. 1 .
Quantitative aspects Absorption Measurements: The beam light intensity is exponentially attenuated from I T to I 0 to traverse a distance z in a medium with particles. This attenuation is caused by two simultaneous processes that are the absorption and scattering, but in some conditions a mechanism can dominate over another, one example is the turbidity of the medium. The technique is to consider that a parallel beam before and after radiation has passed through a material layer having a thickness (b) and an absorbent species concentration (c). As a result of interactions between photons and the absorbent particles, the beam power is attenuated. The transmittance (T) of the solution or material is then the incident radiation transmitted fraction by the material. The talk attenuation is much easier to measure, the main problem arises when trying to avoid that stray light forward reaching the detector, it is also considered that the greater material thickness or the larger is the particle size greater the error in the measurement, this condition imposes an upper valid method limit and is opposite to the fact that the attenuation produced by absorption is not dependent on the thickness of the material or not depending on the particle size and only depends on the mass absorbent material, therefore, they cannot be measured thicknesses and nanometric particles unless perfectly know their optical properties. This particular problem quantitatively is solved using fuzzy logic, where the materials are classified by their luminous intensity measured by the sensor (I 0 ) thus permitting so homologated a light intensity of a reference material by implementing a membership functions profiles, allowing classify materials despite the variation of the light intensity measured values homologating the interaction of light with the medium, this allows omitting care to avoid the ambient light effects and laser intensity variations.
Beer Law: The Beer law describes the absorption effects on the transmitted intensity. Consider a block of absorbent material (solid, liquid or gas). A monochromatic radiation parallel beam with intensity I 0 reaches the block perpendicular to the surface; then passes through the material length (b), absorbent particles containing n (atoms, ions or molecules), the beam intensity I decreases as a absorption result. Consider now a block having cross section an area S (X x Y) and an infinitesimal thickness dx. Within this section there dn absorbent particles; associated with each particle we can imagine an area in which the photon capture will occur. That is, if a photon reaches of these areas by chance, absorption will occur immediately. The total area of these surfaces within the capture section is designated ds; the capture area ratio to the total area is ds/S. In a statistical average, this relation represents the probability for photon capture within the section. The beam intensity entering the section I x is proportional to the photons number (cm 2 per second), and Dix represents the amount removed per second in the section, the absorbed fraction is then -dI x /I x and this relationship is also the average capture probability. The term is negative, indicating that the beam intensity decreases sign and is defined by Eq. (1).
Defining ds as the areas sum for each particle capture within the section; so it can be proportional to the particles number ds =  dn, where dn being the particles number within the section and  a proportionality constant, which can be called capture cross section. Considering the equations and integrating from 0 to n, obtain the Eq. (2).
Solving Eq. (2), the Beer law is written as Eq. (3), where defining I T is the light transmitted intensity through the sample, I 0 is the refractive index intensity on the sample, a is the absorption coefficient per unit length, z is the light path length in the sample.
From Eq. (3), the most general situation is to have an absorbing medium with absorbing and scattering particles embedded within it; however, here the focus is on the nonadsorbing particles simpler case in medium and scattering caused by fluctuations in the medium itself. The characteristic penetration depth is defined as that in which the light intensity has decreased, which is defined as Eq. (4).
 
Transmitted Intensity: A single-mode, narrowlinewidth laser beam can be described by its electric field E(z) described by Eq. (5), where A is the amplitude, (z) = 2z/ is the phase,  is the laser wavelength, z is the coordinate in the beam propagation direction and á(t) is a phase factor that varies fast with time t.
Electric-field strength is defined as the force ratio on a positive test charge at rest to the test charge magnitude in the limit as the test charge approaches zero magnitude. The electric-field strength units are volts per meter (V/m). Electric charges and currents are electric fields sources and Maxwell's equations provide the mathematical relationships between electromagnetic (EM) fields and sources. From Eq. (5) uses Maxwell's equations can be deduced the intensity obeys the following relationship described the laser beam intensity is given by Eq. (6) .
Photodiode sensor: Silicon and germanium photodiodes are widely used as photodetectors. A photodiode absorbs the photons (laser beam) incident on it and utilizes the photon energy to create free-carrier pairs (electrons and holes). The responsivity of a photodiode in amps/watt is given by Eq. (7), where I dc is the current produced by the photodiode for per watt of incident power, the detection efficiency ( D ), the electron charge (e) which it is represented by a constant load (1.6×10 -19 C) and finally the photon energy (h).
Since a typical photon energy is 2 eV  3 × 10 -19 J, e/h is of the order of 0.5 A/W. Normal detection efficiencies  D exceed 0.5 at optical wavelengths (500-800 nm), leading to typical responsivities of 0.25 A/W, regrettably these free carriers form a response current in an external circuit. The photodiode responsivity is modified by a feedback resistor through an operational amplifier, obtaining a device output voltage, being an external electronic circuit its response to the photodiode voltage amplitude and operation frequency varies according to the design. Photodiodes are best for measuring low power output of lasers. Because their spectral response is wavelength dependent, calibration is always required when measuring the lasers power with different wavelengths. Manufactur- ers should attach a calibration data sheet to their laser power meters that use a photodiode as the detector.
Fuzzy logic systems:
The technique called fuzzy logic allows to treat vague and scattered information in terms of fuzzy sets, these allow you to de- Fig. 3 . Schematic of the light transmittance on a material and parameters to consider. fine whether something is included in them by assigning a value between one and zero or is not in a zero the mathematical equation that assigns these values is called inclusion or membership function, triangular function is commonly used in fuzzy systems as simple to define a fuzzy set with little data and calculate the value of belonging with calculations defined by Eq. (8), the limits shown in Fig. 2 , where limits the function limits shown that this function is suitable for modeling properties with a value of including so non-zero values narrow range around the point c where the function of belonging of the group is maximum , it also has the Gaussian function, this function is suitable for modeling properties as big, long, positive. It is characterized by a value of inclusion other than 0 for a range of values above the point shown in Fig. 2 , this function is bellshaped and is suitable for the sets defined around a value c as a means, normal zero, they can be defined using exponential or quadratic and analytical expressions is known as Gaussian and is represented by Eq. , .
Attenuation Mathematical Model: The calculation procedure developed allows easily determine the refractive index real part in the spectrum region where it is assumed the material is optically transparent. In a homogeneous medium extending from zero to infinity in the initial intensity I 0 =0 in z is reduced to the z position, as it is shown in Fig. 1 . Considering that the radiation is normal to the material front surface upon impinging and is considered for simplicity an interface between air, material, air has the schematic shown in Fig. 3 , where the phase difference (â) between the back and front surface it is obtained from Fig. 4 .
From Fig. 4 , p 1 is perpendicular to  1 . Then, according to Snell´s law, and  2 , so that Eq. (11) is obtained.
Finally, the phase difference () between the back and front surface is described by Eq. (12), where used the material thickness (d), the light beam wavelength (), the refractive index real part (), and the material optical extinction coefficient ().
For the first and third means air (= 1), which in a real case is replaced with quartz or SiO 2 ( = 1.4585), so Eq. (13) is obtained.
For the material second section to measure which is a complex number, which is described by Eq.
.
Calculating the transmittance between medium 1 and 2, Eq. (15) is obtained.
Calculating the transmittance between medium 2 and 1 or 3 as a complex number conjugate, Eqs.
(16) and (17) are obtained.
Total optical transmittance is calculated using Eqs. 
Developing the second part of Eq. (18), which is considered the phase difference product, Eq. (20) is obtained, where d is the thickness between interfaces between face 2 and side 3;  is the wavelength the incident radiation. (1 ) 4
(1 )
Considering Eq. (21) and taking into account that the light transmitted by the material (T) is collected by the sensor, which uses Beer's Law described by Eq. (3). On the other hand, the laser is impinged by continuously which generates the direct current in the detector. Hence, one can consider that the sensor only captures the material optical transmittance real part, so Eq. (22) can be written. 
The variable parameter depending on the instrumentation lighting system is made d=0 to Eq. (22) 
Solutions of the fourth order equation described by Eq. (26) are shown by the roots described by Equations (27-30). It is noteworthy that the metallic and crystals case materials their roots are complex numbers and the refractive index real part is proportional to the root real part. 
32 
32 BK7 optical glass with an optical power of 0.363 Watts. The relationship between optical constants and light intensity for different materials is shown in Fig. 6 , where the refractive index real part (h) and extinction coefficient () with the optical intensity incident (I 0 ) correlates this proposal involves power for an optical intensity with respect to a low study material. On the other hand, using Eq. (24) and Table 1, different equations of fourth order for metallic, crystal and glass materials are obtained using Table 2 data containing the four roots of each material; each material depending on the sign of the refractive index real part is classified as material and/ or metamaterial. In the case of metals and crystals, roots are complex numbers, so the solution is considered only for the real part considering that the laser beam is unmodulated. This allows a second option if the laser beam was modulated since the imaginary part of the number is associated with the modulation frequency. Finally, held for each reference material sorting metals, crystal and glass, obtaining for each material a quartic order, each equation is shown in Fig. 6 , where the vertical axis is the index refraction real part using a range of 0 to 10, and the vertical axis the fourth order equation value is plotted, fourth order also settings for each reference material classified in the diffuse group are shown. An important aspect shown in Fig. 7 is as sorting solid materials by metals and crystals, it is that if for a solid material extinction coefficient () is greater than the refractive index real part (), is a metal () > ). Otherwise, in case when a solid material extinction coefficient () is less than the refractive index real part (), this material is a crystal ( > ). The equations for reference materials in metals, glasses, and crystals are represented by Eqs. (31), (32), and (33) which are plotted in Fig. 7 , where the variables are adjusted.
